<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Admission Options</th>
<th>Transcripts</th>
<th>Standardized Tests</th>
<th>Special Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Agriculture and Life Sciences   | Fall and spring   | • High school and college  
• Required Midterm Report  
• Submit results of any external exams such as AP, IB, or A Levels  
• Copy of current schedule | SAT and ACT not required  
International students: TOEFL or IELTS (Cornell's institutional TOEFL code is 2098; the departmental code is 00) | Prerequisite courses required for each major; portfolio required for landscape architecture; no interviews offered; visits encouraged before application deadline; more information: admissions.cals.cornell.edu/apply/transfer |
| Landscape architecture: Fall Only | Applied Economics and Management: Apply through Cornell SC Johnson College of Business | | | |
| Architecture, Art, and Planning | Fall and spring   | • High school and college  
• Required Midterm Report  
• Submit results of any external exams such as AP, IB, or A Levels  
• Copy of current schedule | SAT or ACT if taken previously  
International students: TOEFL or IELTS (Cornell's institutional TOEFL code is 2098; the departmental code is 00) | Architecture: portfolio required; interview required, on or off campus. Details at aap.cornell.edu/admissions/undergraduate/art |
| Arts and Sciences                | Fall and spring   | • High school and college  
• Required Midterm Report  
• Submit results of any external exams such as AP, IB, or A Levels  
• Copy of current schedule | SAT or ACT if taken previously  
International students: TOEFL or IELTS (Cornell's institutional TOEFL code is 2098; the departmental code is 00) | Students entering as juniors must complete any prerequisites for their major field; for prerequisites, consult the departmental websites and Cornell's Courses of Study for details; no interviews offered; visits encouraged. |
| Business                        | The Charles H. Dyson School of Applied Economics and Management: Fall only | The Charles H. Dyson School of Applied Economics and Management:  
• High school and college  
• Required Midterm Report  
• Submit results of any external exams such as AP, IB, or A Levels  
• Copy of current schedule | SAT or ACT if taken previously  
International students: TOEFL or IELTS (Cornell's institutional TOEFL code is 2098; the departmental code is 00) | The Charles H. Dyson School of Applied Economics and Management:  
Visits encouraged. No interviews offered. Prerequisite courses required. Details at: dyson.cornell.edu/programs/undergraduate/admissions/external-transfer.html |
| School of Hotel Administration: Fall and spring | School of Hotel Administration:  
• High school and college  
• Required Midterm Report  
• Submit results of any external exams such as AP, IB, or A Levels  
• Copy of current schedule | | |
| Engineering                     | Fall only         | • High school and college  
• Required Midterm Report  
• Submit results of any external exams such as AP, IB, or A Levels  
• Copy of current schedule | SAT or ACT, and SAT Subject Tests if taken previously  
International students: TOEFL or IELTS (Cornell's institutional TOEFL code is 2098; the departmental code is 00) | Students must complete any prerequisites for their major; applicants must submit complete course descriptions and/or syllabi for consideration; no interviews offered; visits encouraged; for details on prerequisites and course description submission, see www.engineering.cornell.edu/admissions/undergraduate/index.cfm. |
| Human Ecology                   | Fall and spring   | • High school and college  
• Required Midterm Report  
• Submit results of any external exams such as AP, IB, or A Levels  
• Copy of current schedule | SAT or ACT, and SAT Subject Tests are not required  
International students: TOEFL or IELTS (Cornell's institutional TOEFL code is 2098; the departmental code is 00) | Prerequisite courses for each major can be found at www.human.cornell.edu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer; phone or in-person appointment with an admission counselor prior to applying is strongly recommended. Call 607.255.5471 to schedule. |
| Industrial and Labor Relations  | Fall and spring   | • High school and college  
• Required Midterm Report  
• Submit results of any external exams such as AP, IB, or A Levels  
• Copy of current schedule | SAT and ACT not required  
International students: TOEFL or IELTS (Cornell's institutional TOEFL code is 2098; the departmental code is 00) | Prerequisite coursework in writing, micro and macro economics, and math. |